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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we argue the importance of developing a “Master
Algorithm” that forms faster social convention among software
agents on any network topology. We hypothesize that one possible
approach towards building this “Master Algorithm” is to embed
network awareness in agent’s decision-making process. As a first
step towards this algorithm, we present a novel network aware
convention formation (NACF) algorithm that equips agents with
network awareness to select a suitable algorithm for creating faster
conventions. The results obtained from an extensive set of simula-
tions show that NACF successfully forms convention on various
network scenarios. We also identify the limitations of NACF and
provide insights for improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we investigate the problem of establishing coordina-
tion among software agents under various organizational structures.
In many practical applications agents are faced with a number of
plausible alternatives (e.g., possible directions, tasks, services, strate-
gies, etc.) to choose from, and the goal is for all agents to agree
on the same alternative [4–6, 11]. Coordination serves as a key
requirement for designing this type of systems. The problem of
creating coordination has been extensively addressed by the multia-
gent systems (MAS) community [2, 12–14, 14]. The most prevalent
solution approach to this problem is modeled by forming social
conventions in MAS [2, 14]. A social convention helps to reduce the
overhead of coordination by simplifying agents’ decision-making
process through the determination of action choices [17]. Therefore,
establishing a social convention acts as an useful mechanism for de-
ciding the dominant coordination strategy or building consensus in
MAS. Given enough time and resource, agents in a MAS can create
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a single convention. However, for many practical scenarios, such as
swarm robots, wireless sensor networks, IoT service coordination,
it is important to form conventions quickly. This paper investigates
mechanisms for forming faster conventions in a MAS.

Various algorithms have been developed to form conventions in
different type of agent networks [1, 7, 9, 10, 16]. These algorithms
can be broadly divided into two categories: collective learning
and paired learning. In collective learning algorithms, such as
Simple Majority (SM) [1], Generalized Simple Majority (GSM) [1],
social learning [16] and Accumulated Coupling Strength (ACS) [7],
agents need to have knowledge of their entire neighborhood. On the
other hand, in paired learning algorithms, such as Win-Stay Loose-
Shift (WSLS) [10] and Win-Stay Loose-Probabilistic-Shift (WSLpS)
[9], agents only need to have knowledge about one of their neigh-
bors. However, none of these algorithms seem to work across all
network types. For example, the SM algorithm fails in complex net-
works [1] while social learning fails in sparse Scale-Free networks
[16]. Moreover, for a particular network type, an algorithm may
not work for all possible network configurations. For example,
while GSM is able to form conventions in larger average degree
Scale-Free (SF) and Small-World (SW) networks [1, 8, 15], it fails on
sparse network configurations. To address the challenge of form-
ing conventions in sparse networks, ACS was developed. However,
ACS does not work equally efficiently in Random (RN) networks
[7]. A variation of WSLS has been proposed, which is called WSLpS,
to form 100% convention in SF, SW, RN and regular networks [9].
However, this algorithm requires a very large number of iterations
to reach a single convention, which makes it practically less useful.

A careful analysis of the existing convention algorithms sug-
gests that neither the collective learning nor the paired learning
algorithms can solely form conventions in all network types and
configurations. Depending on the agent network type and network
configuration, one algorithm performs better than other algorithms.
However, in practical scenarios knowledge of the network topol-
ogy and configuration may not be known a priori. Therefore, to
solve the agent coordination problem in practical applications, it
is important to design a “Master Algorithm” [3] that forms faster
conventions on all networks types and configurations. In absence
of such an algorithm, the applicability of convention algorithms
are limited.

This paper draws on [7] with the goal of developing a “Master
Algorithm” to form faster conventions on all network types and
configurations. As a first step towards this goal, this paper presents
a decentralized network aware convention formation (NACF) al-
gorithm that works across various network types such as SF, RN,
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SW, Planar (PN), and scale-free community (SFC) networks and on
various configurations of these topologies. NACF enables agents’
to predict its global network topology solely based on local infor-
mation. We show that when network awareness is embedded into
agents’ architecture, they are able to choose the most appropri-
ate algorithm for establishing a convention much faster. We use a
battery of convention algorithms that includes some existing algo-
rithms as well as our proposed algorithms. In particular, we present
a variation of the ACS algorithm called Adjusted Accumulated Clus-
tering Coefficient (AACS), which forms convention in sparse SF
topologies faster than ACS. Also we propose a variation of WSLpS,
named as the Win-Stay Loose-Probabilistic-Shift Known-Neighbor
(WSLpSKN), that expedites the convention formation process in SF
and PN topologies by a great extent.

To summarize, in this paper we design a mechanism as a first
step towards building the “Master Algorithm” by enabling agents to
be network aware to select suitable convention algorithms. Our
main contributions are as follows.
• Present a network-aware convention formation (NACF) algo-
rithm that enables agents to predict their global topology and
form conventions faster by choosing a suitable convention
algorithm.
• Implementation of NACF on realistic agent societies includ-
ing various static and dynamic networks such as SF, RN, SW,
PN, and SFC.
• Present a variation of ACS that works better than ACS in
sparse SF networks..
• Present a variation of WSLpS that works better than WSLpS
in SF and PN networks.
• Identify the limitations of NACF and provide insights for
improvement.

2 NETWORK AWARE CONVENTION
FORMATION

Algorithm 1 is a pseudocode description of the network aware con-
vention formation (NACS) algorithm. This algorithm is applied on a
list of network topologies. The algorithm is executed by individual
agents. Initially actions are randomly assigned among the agents.
Then, for paired learning algorithms, each agent plays the 2-person
pure coordination game with a randomly chosen neighbor. Each
agent individually identifies their network topology (Lines 1.4 - 1.5).
Then, based on their best estimate of the network topology, each
agent selects a convention formation algorithm (Lines 1.5 - 1.6). The
chosen algorithm enables them to update their actions. Then, they
play the coordination game with one of their randomly selected
neighbors (for paired learning algorithms). For dynamic scenarios,
agents choose a random neighbor and probabilistically rewire with
its chosen neighbor’s neighbor [9]. This process repeats (Lines 1.4 -
1.10) until a stopping criterion, e.g., a majority convention emerges
or a maximum number of iterations.

The list of convention formation algorithms that is used in Al-
gorithm 1 includes five algorithms: Generalized Simple Majority
(GSM) rule, Accumulated Coupling Strength (ACS), Adjusted Accu-
mulated Coupling Strength (AACS), Win-Stay Loose-Probabilistic-
Shift (WSLpS) andWin-Stay Loose-Probabilistic-Shift KnownNeigh-
bor (WSLpSKN).

Algorithm 1: Network Aware Convention Formation
(NACF) Algorithm
input :n← number of agents

L← list of topologies
CFA← list of convention formation algorithms

where CFAl is suitable for topology l
Iterationmax ← maximum number of iterations

output :Selected convention C .
1.1 createTopology(n, l)
1.2 randomlyAssignActions(n)
1.3 playGame(n)
1.4 for each agent i := 1 to n do
1.5 identifyNetworkTopology()
1.6 selectConventionFormationAlgorithm(CFAl ∀l ∈ L)
1.7 playGame()
1.8 networkReorganization()
1.9 end

1.10 Iteration = Iteration + 1
1.11 Repeat (Lines 1.4 - 1.10) until a majority convention

emerges OR Iteration ≥ Iterationmax

Both the GSM andWSLpS were given in [1] and [9], respectively.
Our proposed WSLpSKN is based on WSLpS, and AACS is adapted
from the ACS [7] for better performance.

These five algorithms are broadly divided into two categories.
The algorithms in the first category is based on collective learning,
in which agents need to have the knowledge of all agents in their
neighborhood to determine their actions. GSM, ACS and AACS
belong to this category. On the other hand, agents use paired learn-
ing for algorithms in the second category. In paired learning, they
only need to have knowledge about one neighbor (randomly or
deterministically chosen). WSLpS and WSLpSKN belong to this
category.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we argue the importance of developing a “Master
Algorithm” that forms faster social conventions among software
agents on any network topology. We provide evidence from litera-
ture that no single algorithm performs equally efficiently on various
networks. We hypothesize that one possible approach for building
this “Master Algorithm” is to embed network awareness in agent’s
decision-making process. As a first step towards building this al-
gorithm, we present a novel network aware convention formation
(NACF) algorithm that equips agents with network awareness to
select a suitable algorithm for creating faster conventions.

In future, we plan to improve NACF to develop a complete ver-
sion the “Master Algorithm” based on the observations obtained
from the simulation results. In the modified NACF, agents should be
able to choose an efficient algorithm based not only on the network
topology, but also on the network configuration. Also, we will in-
clude more network scenarios (e.g., random community networks,
hybrid networks) as well as investigate a larger convention space.
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